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Over the last decade, natural history museums in and beyond the Netherlands have heavily invested in digitizing and extracting biodiversity information from manuscript and specimen collections (Heerlien et al. 2015; Pethers and Huertas, 2015; Svensson, 2015). In particular handwritten fieldnotes describing occurrences of species in nature (see illustration) form an important but often neglected starting point for researchers interested in long-term habitat developments of a specific area and the history of scientific ordering, writing and collecting practices (Blair 2010; Bourget 2010; Eddy 2016). In order to disclose handwritten descriptions of flora and fauna and related specimen and drawings collections, natural history museums usually resort to manual enrichment methods such as full text transcription or keyword tagging (Ridge 2014; Franzoni et al. 2014). Often these methods rely on crowdsourcing, where online volunteers annotate pages with unstructured textual labels (Field Book Project 2016). More recently, curators of archives, data scientists and historians have started to experiment with semi-automatic annotation systems for historical manuscript collections such as the MONK system (Schomaker et al. 2016). Since MONK is a supervised learning system, a large amount of properly recognized textual labels is necessary to safeguard the system’s recognition abilities.

Thus, although such practices have the potential to yield high quality data, merely annotating pages with unstructured textual labels raises two problems: First, without suggestions driven by semantic
knowledge, it will be hard for volunteers or a machine to start annotating handwritten pages. Not only in the context of our case study, which deals with fieldnotes written in early nineteenth century insular Southeast Asia, but also in the context of other manuscript collections, one needs a thorough knowledge of paleography, and historical and taxonomic background information (Causer and Terras 2014). Semantics can aid the annotation process when dealing with ambiguity or provide suggestions in cases where words are hard to read and too little example instances are available. For instance, when a fieldnote describes an expedition in East- Java, a species of frogs of West-Celebes can be ruled out. Second, unstructured textual annotation will eventually result in an inefficient search process on the side of the user. Traditional keyword-based search leads to many irrelevant results or requires specific prior knowledge regarding the content. To answer more general and expressive queries, semantic relations between annotations need to be considered as well (Elbassuoni, et al. 2010).

In order to help solve such problems this paper argues for the development and application of a semantic model for semi-automatic semantic annotation. The model aggregates existing metadata standards and ontologies, following the Linked Data principles, and prepares them for semantically annotating and interpreting the Named Entities (NEs) in the fieldnotes of digitized natural historical collections.¹⁰

The case study of this paper is a collection of 8000 fieldnotes gathered by the Committee for Natural History of the Netherlands Indies (Natuurkundige Commissie voor Nederlandsch-Indië, further referred to by the acronym NC). In the first half of the nineteenth century, naturalists of the NC charted the natural and economic state of the Indonesian Archipelago and returned a wealth of scientific observations which are now stored in the archives and depot of Naturalis Biodiversity Center in Leiden (Mees 1994; Klaver 2007). An in-depth historical analysis reveals that Heinrich Kuhl (1797-1821), Johan Coenraad van Hasselt (1797-1823) and other travelers of the NC use the following NEs to structure their fieldnotes (see illustration displaying a bundle of NC fieldnotes) while traveling in insular Southeast Asia: collecting localities, dates, collectors’ names, taxonomic names, and references to other printed or handwritten sources. Kuhl and Van Hasselt, for instance, regularly use the illustrations of printed works such as the *Voyage de découvertes aux terres australes* (1807-1816) by M.F. Péron as visual point of reference for their fieldnote descriptions. While links to published resources can be easily established by linking them to domain specific repositories of digitized books such as the Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL), collection localities, taxonomic names and collectors’ names are more difficult to process.

In order to be able to identify, annotate and interlink such NEs in a semi-automatic way, this paper proposes the implementation of a Knowledge Base (KB). The KB has two goals: first, the underlying data structure of the KB enables cross-matching of resources within and across fieldnote

¹⁰ The project Semantic Blumenbach thinks in a similar direction, but then with a focus on published material (Wettlaufer et al. 2015).
collections. In order to realize this function a lightweight application ontology written in RDF\textsuperscript{11} and OWL\textsuperscript{12} is suggested that serves as a schema to semantically structure the KB. It expresses species observations, ensures their provenance in relation to the digitized fieldnotes and builds on existing metadata and ontology standards. Entities in turn are described using uniform resource identifiers (URIs). This allows for an integration of the fieldnote annotations into the web of Linked Data (LD) and ensures interoperability with other digital collections (Hallo et al. 2016). Second, the logical characteristics of the properties in the ontology enable a reasoner system to suggest possible NEs. In order to provide possible labels regarding these NEs, the KB is prepopulated with lists extracted from thesauri, gazetteers, and taxonomies. As regards collection localities we, for instance, draw upon the GEOnets Names Server (GNS), a large semantically structured database containing historical and present-day geographical locations in insular Southeast Asia. Biological species names can be drawn from the Linnaean taxonomy of species which was already well established at the time of the NC (Farber 2000; Beckman 2012). As regards person names we rely on the database *Cyclopedia of Malaysian Collectors* which M. J. van Steenis-Kruseman compiled in the 1960s and 1970s.\textsuperscript{13} Taken together, by prompting users to annotate with terms from the KB, a semantic network of annotations is formed that is able to improve the quality of the annotations and bootstraps the annotation process. The ontology and an implementation of the KB based on our case study, together with possibilities regarding supported querying and reasoning techniques, will be discussed in more detail during the presentation.
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Introduction

This paper introduces ‘linked cultural events’ as a novel methodological framework that allows for the systematic analysis of cultural expressions in their urban context. The events-based approach is inspired by datasets developed in the research program CREATE: Creative Amsterdam: An E-Humanities Perspective (University of Amsterdam, 2014-present). In this program, the cultural sectors of performing arts take up a particularly prominent position, as data on for instance music, theatre and cinema programming is available in various formats. In terms of methodology, the data

14 www.create.humanities.uva.nl.